I enrolled in the Albertina in April, 1930, after graduating from the Hufen-Gymnasium in my native city Königsberg. My subjects were Mathematics and Physics. The Mathematics faculty at the Albertina consisted of the geometerKurt Reidemeister and the analyst Gabor Szegö as full professors, the analyst Werner Rogosinski as associate professor, and the algebraist Richard Brauer as lecturer. The faculty members took turns in teaching the basic first-year courses in Calculus and Analytic Geometry, and thus I studied my Calculus under Reidemeister and my Analytic Geometry under Brauer. Brauer was also in charge of the Exercises in both subjects. In the second year, the compulsory courses werde Differential Geometry (taught by Brauer) , Algebra (Brauer), and Complex Functions (Szegö). There were also elective courses, and I remernher then taking Number Theory (Reidemeister) and Determinants (Szegö). In 26 my second year, the Exercises of the first-year compulsory courses werde combined in a "Mathemat ical Practicum". led by Brauer and selected assisting second and higher year student volunteers, one of whom was myself. The main teachers in the Physics Department were Kaufmann, the discoverer of the mass of the electron, in Experimental Physics, and Gans in Theoretical Physics.
Until the final exams there were no compulsory examinations except for those students who want ed their tuition fees waived. In general, the administration of the studies was much less cumbersome than it is today. There was only one office in the University, and the students had very little contact with it. The number of Mathematics students was not small at all, and I remernher that Brauer had to repeat his 9 o'clock Algebra dass at noon because the classroom with a capacity of about 50 could not accommodat e
